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CLINICAL STUDY

Extremely rare synchronous primary neoplasms in testicular
cancer patients
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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES: This study analyzes the incidence of multiple primary malignant neoplasms (MPN) in patients
with testicular cancer (TC), the results are compared with literature findings and assess the rarest subgroup
of patients with MPN.
PATIENTS AND METHODS: Clinical data of 1870 patients with TC treated or followed up in a single center in
the period of 5/1970–12/2018 were collected and analyzed retrospectively in focus of the occurrence of MPN.
RESULTS: The overall incidence of MPN was 150 (8.02 %). There were 89 cases of bilateral TC (59.3 %),
of these 8 cases were synchronous (diagnosed within three months period from the primary diagnosis) and
81 metachronous (9 % and 91 % respectively). Non-testicular other primary malignancies (OPM) occurred in
61 cases (40.7 %), of which 59 cases were metachronous (96.7 %) and two cases were synchronous (3.3
%). Metachronous malignancies included mainly prostate cancer (n = 17 patients), kidney cancer (n = 13
patients) and colorectal cancer (n = 12 patients). Synchronous OPM was found in two patients.
CONCLUSION: In our study we registered two cases of synchronous OPM, both histologically clear cell renal
cancer. We have analyzed clinical characteristics, diagnosis and treatment strategies of synchronous OPM, in
order to improve its diagnosis and therapy (Fig. 3, Ref. 22). Text in PDF www.elis.sk.
KEY WORDS: Synchronous primary neoplasms, metachronous primary neoplasm, testicular cancer, renal
cancer, duplex cancer.

Introduction
The multiple primary malignant neoplasms (MPN) are defined as two or more unrelated primary malignant tumors that are
histologically different and originate from different organs (1).
The fact that patients may have MPN was already described by
Billroth in 1869 (2). Since then numerous papers were dedicated
to the subject with different definitions of MPN by authors. The
frequency of multiple tumors in epidemiological studies is reported
to range between 2–17 % (3, 4, 5, 6). Better diagnostic techniques,
prolonged life span and increased survival of the cancer patients
contributes in a gradual increase of incidence of the MPN.
For the purposes of this article we divide the MPN into two
categories according to the tumor diagnosis interval: synchronous, when tumors arise simultaneously or within three months
period from the primary diagnosis and metachronous with the interval time between diagnoses of more than three months. Meta1st Department of Oncology, Comenius University, Faculty of Medicine &
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chronous neoplasms are more frequent than synchronous with a
ratio of 2.7: 1 (7). Diagnosis of more than two primary tumors
is rare (3).
The tendency of developing multiple tumors (synchronous or
metachronous) may be explained either by an individual genetic
predisposition or by the action of carcinogenic factors acting on
different organs at different times. The combined action of genetic
and environmental factors facilitates the onset of a tumor. Consequently, the patients who have already developed one invasive
neoplasm usually possess higher risk of new primary cancer in the
same or different organ. Scientific data describe significantly higher
risk of new primary cancer in the same or different organs compared with general population (8, 9). Improvement of the effectivity of anti-neoplastic therapy has led to a significant improvement
in patients’ survival, but also to a greater risk of therapy-related
complications. Toxicity of the treatment modalities, particularly
chemotherapy and radiotherapy may lead to secondary malignancies. Added to a combined action of the genetic and environmental
factors this may explain the development of metachronous tumors
(3). On contrary, it is difficult to explain the origin of synchronous tumors. Their onset seems to be more time depending and
questions the sequence of the predisposing factors. Synchronous
tumors represent an important diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. Radiologists and clinicians should be aware about different
patterns and clinical presentation of tumors. Particularly important
is that metastatic lesions among these tumors must be excluded.
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Testicular cancer (TC) represents one of the most curable
solid tumors, with a 10-year survival rate of more than 95 %. It
is most common in males between 15–40 years and comprises of
approximately 50 % seminomas and 50 % non-seminomas (10,
11). Given the young average age at diagnosis, it is estimated that
effective treatment approaches, have resulted in a gain of decades
of life. The incidence of both unilateral and bilateral testicular
cancer (BTC) appears to be increasing, while the age at which it
develops seems to be decreasing (10, 12).
The reported incidence of BTC is between 1 and 5 % of TC
cases with the majority of metachronous tumors (65–75 %) (10,
13). Synchronous BTC are rare, representing about one third of
BTC and only 0.5–1 % of all TC cases. They have worse prognosis with a lower 5-year overall survival than metachronous tumors
(10, 14). Risk factors for BTC are the same as for unilateral TC:
atrophy of the testis, a history of cryptorchidism or undescended
testis (testicular dysgenesis syndrome), infertility, Klinefelter’s
syndrome, and family history of testicular cancer. This risk significantly increases in presence of two or more factors (14). The
majority of synchronous BTC present with the same histologic
type, usually as seminoma (14, 15). Treatment decisions for patients with synchronous tumors should be formulated on the basis of risk stratification, as defined by the International Germ Cell
Consensus Classification (IGCCCG) (16).
Other primary malignancies (OPM) in patients diagnosed with
TC and cardiovascular diseases are important causes of premature
death in long-term TC survivors (17). Increased risks of contralateral TC, solid tumors, and leukemia have been reported in TC
patients (14, 17, 18, 19). The majority of OPM represent metachronous neoplasms with significantly elevated risks observed for
solid tumors compared with general population, including cancers
of the stomach, small intestine, colon, rectum, pancreas, prostate,
kidney, bladder, thyroid, and connective tissue as well as malignant

melanoma. The risk of all metachronous OPM, 25 and 30 years
after the diagnosis of TC is 15.7 % and 22.6 %, respectively and
seems to be similar following seminomas or non-seminomatous TC
(20). The known and well-studied risk factors are the use of single
agent and combination chemotherapy regimens and the effect of
radiotherapy with significant relationship between radiation dose
and the occurrence of metachronous tumors (20).
Although, there were many studies addressing the incidence
and risk factors of BTC and metachronous OPM, little is known
about the minor subgroup of TC patients with synchronous OPM.
Patients and methods
Patients from a single center database, who were diagnosed
with a first primary TC in the period of May/1970 – December/2018, and who survived at least 6 months after the date of
diagnosis (until June 30, 2019) were included in the study (n =
1,870 patients). Patients with extra-gonadal germ cell tumors were
not included in this study.
All patients were under the continuing care of an onco-urologist. Under the conditions of the baseline staging procedures and
control examinations, healthcare was aimed at the eventuality of
an incidence of MPN including the diagnosis of TC. All detected
cases were confirmed histologically.
The MPN occurred in 150 patients (8.02 %) with primary TC.
The most frequent type was contralateral TC, which appeared in
89 patients (59.3 %). Eight cases of BTC occurred simultaneously (BTC was considered to be synchronous, when the interval
between the occurrence of the first and second TC was ≤ three
months). Metachronous bilateral TC (with the diagnosis interval
> three months) occurred in 81 patients (91 %).
When analyzing non-testicular OPM in the study group which
occurred in 61 patients (40.7 %) by topographic site high occur-

Fig. 1. Method of selection of patient group. TC = testicular cancer, MPN = multiple primary neoplasm, OPM = other primary malignancy.
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Fig. 2. Renal cell carcinoma in 29y old male with history of right sided testicular teratoma and embryonal carcinoma. Postcontrast (80 ml iodine contrast agent) abdominal CT scan – arterial phase. Postcontrast (80 ml iodine contrast agent) abdominal CT scan – venous phase. Note:
Solid tumor of the right kidney with inhomogenous postcontrast enhancement. Circumaortal course of the left renal vein.

rence was registered mainly in prostate cancer (n = 17 patients),
kidney cancer (n = 13 patients) and colorectal cancer (n = 12
patients).
The aim of this study was to select the rarest subgroup of patients with MPN which was identified as synchronous OPM category and analyze the cases (Fig. 1).
Results
In our study group, we have identified two cases of synchronous primary TC and OPM representing 1.3 % of MPN and 0.1 %
of all TC patients treated in the center. Both patients had primary
TC and kidney cancer, diagnosed within the defined period of
three months. We aimed to evaluate the clinical and demographic
features and treatment strategy and compared it to the literature
findings.
46-year old patient with 9 months history of back pain, 2–3
weeks of abdominal pain in epigastrium and right lumbar region.
After deterioration of pain in October 2017 the patient visits an
emergency department, where contrast enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan reveals an irregular, lobulated tumorous expansion
of 69 x 48 x 56 mm in the right kidney located predominantly in
its ventral part, extending centrally into the kidney hilum. Despite
the tumor extension signs of thrombosis in the renal vein were
not present. Displacement of the left kidney laterally due an extensive retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy 93 x 84 x 165 mm was
present, causing blockade of urine drainage. Dislocation of renal
vessels was also noted (Fig. 2). Patient was referred to a department of urology on 20th of October 2017 for surgical resection
of the tumor. During the preoperative investigation a urologist
found tumor resistance of the left testicle. Radical orchiectomy
was performed on 30th of October 2017 with the histological
finding of a pure seminoma of testis, stage IIC (pT2N3M0, S0),
good prognosis. Due to CT finding of hydronephrosis caused by
an external compression of ureter by retroperitoneal mass, patient

required implantation of JJ ureteral stent. After reconvalescence
the patient was referred to the department of medical oncology,
where he underwent three cycles of the induction combination chemotherapy Bleomycin, Etoposide, Cisplatin (BEP) with the effect
of regression of the retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy. A positron
emission tomography (PET) scan confirmed complete remission
of the disease with persistence of the tumorous expansion of the
right kidney. After the termination of the systemic treatment, the
patient underwent nephrectomy of the right kidney on 26.03.2018.
Histology confirmed clear cell renal carcinoma pT1bN0M0, stage
I, histopathological grade 1. PET performed on 14th of May 2018
resulted in no apparent hypermetabolic lesions characteristic for
the presence of the viable tumor tissue. Afterwards, the patient is
followed up by an onco-urologist in complete remission of both of
the tumors with actual disease-free survival (DFS) of 15 months.

Fig. 3. Clear-cell renal carcinoma in 46y old male with history of left
sided testicular seminoma. Tumour of the right kidney extending into
the central/hilar region and a pathological lymphadenopathy on the
left.
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28-year old patient had discovered a small resistance in his
right testicle and visited urologist within a week. On 15th of June
2015 he had radical orchiectomy with finding of small tumor (20 x
10 mm). Histology revealed teratoma and embryonal carcinoma,
pT1N0M0, serum tumor markers negative. Contrast enhanced CT
was performed as a part of standard staging procedures after surgery. On the dorsal contour of the right kidney there was a solid
non-homogeneously enhancing lesion 28 x 33 x 29 mm with a
sharp outer margin. The tumor lifted the posterior sheet of Gerot’s
fascia and had a direct contact with the XII. rib on the right side,
without its osteodestruction (Fig. 3). Active surveillance was indicated based on the current guidelines. Patient was referred to
a department of urology, where they performed laparoscopic nephrectomy of the right kidney. Histology had confirmed clear cell
renal carcinoma pT1aN0M0, histopathological grade 2. Consecutive CT confirms complete remission of both malignancies and
the patient is followed up by an experienced onco-urologist with
actual DFS of 48 months.
Discussion
Testicular cancer represents 1–1.5 % of malignant tumors in
males and about 5 % of urologic tumors in general. The reported
incidence of BTC is 1–5 %, incidence of synchronous tumors is
1–2.8 %, while of metachronous tumors represent 2.4–5.2 % In
our study group the incidence of BTC was 4.7 % (89 patients), of
these 8 cases were synchronous (0.43 %) and 81 metachronous
tumors (4.33 %). The majority of synchronous BTC present with
the same histologic type, usually as seminoma (14, 15).
Because of scarcity of OPM in germ cell cancer patients, most
of the publications are in the form of case reports or small-scale
studies. Moreover, synchronous non-testicular OPM represent the
rarest variation of duplex malignancies in patients with TC. In the
present study of 1,870 patients with germ cell tumors, we have
detected two cases of synchronous OPM. Interestingly, both patients were diagnosed with clear cell renal carcinoma. To the best
of our knowledge, no systemic scientific research data addresses
the synchronous incidence of these types of malignant tumors
arising from urogenital origin with only one published case study
of this combination of tumors (21). This fact restricts the scope of
debates on treatment strategies. However, herein analyzed patients
were primarily treated for TC and later after completion of therapy
underwent definitive surgical treatment of the renal cancer. Both
of studied patients have achieved a complete remission of both
OPM confirmed by imagining studies (CT and PET). Currently,
they have reached the DFS of 15 and 48 months. Interestingly, epidemiological history of both patients was negative for the known
risk factors of testicular and renal cancer.
We would like to highlight the fact, that in case of primary
diagnosis presumable advanced renal cancer, the experienced
urologist has diagnosed a palpable lesion in testis and preferred
orchiectomy as the first step of the treatment. The possibility of
metastatic spread of renal cancer to the testes is uncommon, but
possible. From published meta-analyses an estimated incidence
rate represents 0.3–3.6 % (22). In case of palpable mass in scro644

tum, orchiectomy causes a minimal delay in planned definitive
treatment. However, histological examination can unambiguously
define the origin of tumor. In case of doubts in indication of orchiectomy, serum tumor marker examination is highly advisable.
In conclusion, this retrospective study of 1,870 patients with
TC have led to identification of the rarest subgroup of patients with
MPN. With so far single published case of synchronous TC and
renal cancer, we bring interesting insight and more data regarding
the diagnosis and treatment of this combination of cancers. Nevertheless, our results provide a reasonable estimate of the overall
risk of OPM in TC patients, both metachronous (3.2% of overall TC patients, 39.3% of MPN in TC patients) and synchronous
(0.1% of overall TC patients, 1.3% of MPN in TC patients). Since
little is known regarding the etiology and the increasing incidence
of TC, the study of multiple cancers can bring important insights
into shared etiologic influences as well as into therapy related and
diagnostic factors. However, approximately one third of the cases
of MPN are diagnosed as synchronous, the other two thirds are
diagnosed as metachronous tumors. Therefore, we recommend that
both baseline staging and follow-up clinical examinations should
focus on the eventuality of MPN. Patient-oriented approach with
focus on identification and possibly histological verification of
MPN enables more accurate multidisciplinary decisions. In conclusion, our experience also indicates the advantage of long-term
follow up of TC patients within a specialized center by experienced onco-urologist.
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